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On Affirming the Unintelligible God:  

Examining Denys Turner’s Account of Atheism 

 
Prior to questions of a subject’s content and entailment, it is nec-

essary to investigate matters under which its existence is presumed. 

However, debates concerning whether God exists between theists and 

atheists alike do not easily follow this order given the severe challenges 

of clarifying their respective notions of God. Thus, the issue of God’s 

existence seems to be irreversibly entangled with the issue of what we 

mean by “God.” Making matters worse, while atheists are charged with 

misunderstanding the notion of God, as an entity among others, theists 

themselves admit that God is unknowable. Encountering the same prob-

lem of understanding God, theologians and philosophers of religion 

employ apophatic and cataphatic descriptions leading to either incon-

gruent affirmations or paradoxical negative theologies. The contempo-

rary English philosopher and theologian Denys Turner, in his paper On 

Denying the Right God: Aquinas on Atheism and Idolatry,1 presents 

these challenges of interpreting God and arguing for His existence and 

prescribes ways to deal with them through the form of rational thought 

in St. Thomas Aquinas. Although for Turner, the atheist is often too 

confident in asserting the claim that God does not exist by inadequately 
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accounting for what this precisely means and entails, the theist as well 

should be baffled by the weight of his/her conceptions of God and their 

ontological repercussions. On considering the difficulty of taking a 

stance regarding God’s existence due to lack of univocity and potential 

incomprehensibility, one may ask: if God’s nature is unintelligible (or 

at least, posited as so), would this dismiss or vindicate arguments for 

God’s existence? This essay argues the following: since (a) for theism, 

God’s existence would be difficult to prove if the underlying reasons 

for believing in God’s existence are treated along the same lines as oth-

er entities, and (b) for atheism, if God is an unintelligible entity then 

denying God’s existence would be limited as an assertion insofar as its 

form of language and worldly criteria of evidence allows, then (c) theist 

arguments for God’s existence should be on the basis of treating God as 

belonging to a category of its own. 

Aquinas’s Theistic Account of God 

Indeed, the unintelligibility of God is prevalent by way of the 

confinements of language. To say that God possesses all perfections, or 

that God is pure act, or infinite for that matter, is to utter qualities 

which we ourselves are incapable of fully comprehending. Hence, when 

Turner cites Aquinas’s “we do not know what God is”2 he touches upon 

an issue that not only surrounds the limited ability of human thinking 

and rationality to elucidate these qualities, but also, concerns the infi-

nite nature of God that exceeds all boundaries. Such a nature is not ap-

plicable to other entities as they can be defined and thus limited along 

necessary and accidental properties which, in turn, leaves them as hav-

ing separate essence and existence. The case for God, however, is mark-

edly unique. Therefore, Turner mentions Aquinas’s terminology which 
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describes God as possessing an essence identical to His existence, orig-

inally written as, “ipsum esse subsistens.”3 And with this particular fea-

ture, it follows that this mode of existence is not univocal—as no other 

being has such a trait. This initiates the problem of how difficult it is to 

comprehend God and leaves open the question of whether God is intel-

ligible at all. Furthermore, one might question how it can be so that 

God’s essence is identical to His existence when God is believed to ex-

ist but is also claimed to be unknowable—if there were in fact identity 

between the two, would not both be simultaneously demonstrated? 

The Thomistic approach, however, points our understanding of 

God to an insightful direction. So, although for Aquinas, God is un-

knowable, his approach to understanding God’s nature can be under-

stood analogously and through traces suggestive of divine intervention. 

This approach is illustrated in Aquinas’s Five Ways, which although for 

Turner, “did not set out, and did not intend to set out, formally valid, 

rational proofs of the existence of God,”4 nevertheless “are meant to 

show a lot about reason.”5 The Five Ways is a set of causal arguments 

which ascribe to God certain roles from which all else supervenes. 

Namely, these roles are comprised of God being absolute, necessary, 

the first cause/mover, and the designer.6 While the form of argumenta-

tion integrates both premises based on experience and logical conse-

quence, their ontological significance is profound. Because of this, A-

quinas eloquently portrays elements of God’s nature and ties them with 

our worldly knowledge. But is this sufficient for one to believe in God? 

Turner would rather claim that the question is not applicable, as his in-
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terpretation of Aquinas’s intent here is not to prove the Five Ways as 

formal evidence or grounds for one’s faith. However, the question may 

be better put as whether these arguments suffice to explain one’s theis-

tic rationale. If this is so, then the atheist could better understand what 

he or she is arguing against since the rationale of theists could be re-

vealed. 

To treat the approach of understanding how theistic rationale 

proceeds in Catholicism, the Aristotelian-Thomistic tradition offers rich 

accounts. Despite this, it is worthy of note that “it is hard to find mate-

rial in Thomas which relates in any very direct way to those issues of 

explicit theoretical atheism which arise for us today.”7 Thus, the reli-

gious sentiment of Aquinas’s time period and socio-political context 

was impervious to forms of atheistic argument because of the domi-

nance of non-secular doxa. By contrast, in contemporary theist-atheist 

debates, staunch atheists Richard Dawkins, Christopher Hitchens, Sam-

uel Harris, and Daniel Dennett, labelled infamously “The Four Horse-

men of the Apocalypse,” have provoked defenders of theism to argue 

for atheism and rebuke religion. In such manner, Denys Turner has de-

rogatorily referred to such thinkers as “simple-minded [and] parasiti-

cal” atheists.8 And while they are viewed as such, Turner denounces 

their points of criticism about religion as too rashly confident in under-

standing what is meant by the term “God.” Hence, their charge is also 

related to God being unintelligible, but the difference between them and 

many theists is that they claim to know the nature of what is at stake. 

Negative Theology 

How can one come closer to understanding what is at stake con-

cerning whether God exists? One way to do so is proposed in the work 
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of negative theologians who, instead of ascribing affirmative proposi-

tions to God, come to understand God by virtue of what God could not 

be, were He to exist as the supreme being. Some negative theologies, 

for example, claim that God is not spatiotemporal. This is hypothesized 

under that: were God to be spatiotemporal then such a being would in 

some sense be contingent—which is not possible for God conceived as 

the most necessary being. Further, God is believed to not be spatiotem-

poral because of how God cannot be affected by worldly causes—oth-

erwise, God would be in potency, rather than pure act.9 These negations 

are part of many which speculate ontological repercussions of God’s 

existence. But whether they in fact bring us closer to an understanding 

of an unintelligible God is difficult to determine because the concepts 

used through this negative propositional language may be too depend-

ent on prior affirmative presuppositions of the idea of God. Take, for ex-

ample, God’s being necessary and in pure act as logically antecedent to 

His non-spatiotemporality. 

According to Turner, holding that negative theology says nothing 

about God would be mistaken—a conviction which he charges to the 

atheist. He remarks: 

Of course to a simple-minded atheist of the Dawkins sort . . . 
negative theology will seem like a mere intellectual evasion: he 
will naturally insist on some hard and limited proposition of the 
kind his sort of limited denials are good for, and negative theol-
ogy can sometimes be mistakenly represented as if to disallow 
any affirmation of God, leaving the atheist with apparently noth-
ing to do.10 

Although Turner, in my opinion, rightly posits against the idea that neg-

ative theology is meant to eschew any affirmational claims concerning 

God, his conviction surrounding “simple-minded” atheists becomes less 
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compelling when accepting the view that the negative theologies of 

theists are prone to fallaciously conceptualizing God in terms of what 

God is not in a manner that is heavily reliant on presuppositions of what 

God is. 

Idolatry 

As Denys Turner illustrates, a point of agreement among theists 

and atheists alike may be that they both reject forms of idolatry—that 

religious idols are not meant to be some literal embodied God but are 

instead symbolic of God. While for the theist, this rejection is war-

ranted for such reasons as how God cannot be reduced to a finite mate-

rial object or how the religious idol is first and foremost a human arte-

fact, the atheist simply does not discern religious idols as special in any 

metaphysical way from other things. The religious idolater is thus in a 

unique position apart from the theist and atheist. For although he/she 

may believe in a God (as opposed to the atheist), “he worships as if it 

were God something which is not and could not be God”11 (which is 

arguably not what the theist is doing). 

In Turner’s account of idolatry, he cites Duns Scotus to explain 

how there must be a univocal meaning and understanding of God in or-

der for the theist and idolater to contradict one another.12 Still, they 

“must mean the same thing by ‘God’, and . . . ‘exists’,”13 if their ideas 

of what can be predicated of God and what it means to say God exists 

are contradictory. Otherwise, they would be speaking of different sub-

jects. Following the tradition of Aquinas and Duns Scotus, Turner em-

phasizes the need for God’s univocity to avoid equivocation and confu-

sion. 
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The chance for univocity concerning God, however, is often lost 

when voicing the stance of atheists, much to the detriment of construc-

tive discussion. For unlike theists and idolaters, the atheist neither a-

grees on the subject (God) nor the predicate (that God exists)—dis-

counting Immanuel Kant’s argument that “existence” is not a predicate. 

Moreover, to the atheist, the problem is not a matter of God being unin-

telligible, but to the contrary, that what theists and idolaters take to be 

God is intelligible, but also unjustified. Under what grounds then can 

theists and atheists argue with each other? Assuredly, if they are play-

ing separate language games with respect to religious belief and the ex-

istence of a deity, then the consequences of each should be compared, 

to serve as a distinction between world views ontologically, anthropo-

logically, and eschatologically. 

Religious Language 

Given the vast difficulty in achieving univocal understanding of 

God, the perspective of religious language is necessary to take into ac-

count. Religious language is to be treated as a special type not only 

with respect to what is meant by the term “God,” but also, the divine 

attributes made to the deity as found in religious scripture. Referring 

back to Aquinas, Janet Soskice maintains:  

Thomas Aquinas makes a distinction in the Summa Theologiae 
between the claims of sacra doctrina—revealed and to his mind 
privileged Christian teaching, especially in the Bible—and the-
ologia, the speaking about God in which “pagan” philosophers 
such as Plato and Aristotle, as well as Christian writers, engaged. 
Yet the religious language of both poses philosophical problems; 
the language of scripture is replete with metaphors, for instance, 
whose construals are not obvious. And the language of philo-
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sophical abstraction, while apparently more straightforward, con-
tains its own layered complexity.14 

This apparent difficulty in both forms of religious language (doctrina 

and theologia) thus may discourage one from such a discourse altogeth-

er, on grounds that either interpretative mistakes could be made or the 

language itself is non-sensical. Consider, for example, the aforemen-

tioned bold statement that God’s existence is identical with His essence. 

Such claim is not easily comprehended by the reader because the un-

derstanding of existence and predication used here does not mean the 

same in comparison to when it is used to describe other entities. There-

fore, Turner is misleading when he says, “[e]quivocity derives from dif-

ferences of meaning, not from differences of predication,”15 because 

both the meaning and predication in “ipsum esse subsistens” lead to e-

quivocal language on God. And as Turner continues to emphasize, an 

alleged opposition that treats the subject equivocally cannot be a genuine 

dichotomy. 

Does the problem of religious language pose a challenge to the-

ism? At first sight yes, but on a closer look, rather not. Firstly, consider-

ing accounts on which it does pose a challenge, Turner mentions “those 

atheists who do take negative theology seriously, such as Jacques Der-

rida, and concede that a non-idolatrous God is going to have to be ‘on 

the other side of language’.”16 Thus, in contrast to “simple-minded” a-

theists, Turner explains how Derrida, though an atheist, admits an unin-

telligibility of God while still rejecting the existence of God. As a re-

sult, it seems possible to maintain that God is unintelligible insofar as 

God “is outside of language” and remain in denial that such a God ex-

ists. 
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Whether such a position as Derrida’s is justified, however, is put 

in doubt when adopting Turner’s view presented in the following: 

For on which side of language is this “to be” itself supposed to 
lie? If on the “inside of language,” then this may give us a notion 
of the divine existence which is intelligible, but just because it is 
intelligible must affirm an idolatrously onto-theological God, an 
instance of “being.” And if on the “other side of language” how 
can there be anything asserted by this “to be”? A God so differ-
ent as to be “on the other side of language” is, therefore, reduci-
ble to the ultimacy not of God, but of “difference” itself: not, that 
is, that “there is” an ultimate difference, ontological or otherwise 
—for that would still seem to imply that there is a something or 
other which is “ultimately different”—but that it is difference it-
self which is ultimate, and so not God.17 

Therefore, on Turner’s account, the atheist view of God as being be-

yond the confinements of language is not actually about God at all, but 

rather about an “ultimate difference.” This ultimate difference is par-

ticularly incompatible with the Christian God for reasons such as the 

conception that human beings were created to God’s image—marking 

similarity, or at least a divine trace, in our understanding of who we are 

in relation to God. Thus, God cannot play the role of being the “ul-

timate difference” as Derrida implies, despite its appeal in explaining 

God’s unintelligibility. 

What then does religious language mean for the theistic and athe-

istic positions on God’s unintelligibility? To treat this question simply, 

it can be said that the two have separate understandings of how God is 

unintelligible and thus, are not using the same language. The theists 

associate this unintelligibility with respect to the mysteriousness and 

divinity of God whose nature cannot be defined as such because this 

would be to limit God who is infinite. While some atheists—not of the 

“simple-minded” sort—may mark themselves as human beings limited 
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in knowledge and constrained by language thus leaving the issue of 

God’s existence and His unintelligibility outside of meaning and prov-

ability. 

Evidence 

An argument in favour of God’s existence cannot be supported 

by a theist on grounds of unintelligibility if he/she were to try to prove 

God along the same lines as any simple worldly entity, because, if the 

theist were to do so, it would contradict the very paradoxical and mys-

terious features that make God unintelligible (and by that token, incom-

patible with simple worldly entities) in the first place. But there is an-

other reason why God cannot be proven in this way: whatever proofs 

one may have and try to convince others of God would reduce God to 

the context of discovery in which He is proven. Therefore, such a proof 

would be questionable insofar as it may be seen as an accident or con-

tingency which would not fit with a supremely necessary, perfect and 

infinite being. 

A consequence of this is that an unintelligible God cannot help 

the theist to prove such a deity’s existence along the same lines as 

worldly objects which are proven to exist. However, this does not nec-

essarily entail that the atheist position is rendered correct. A difficulty 

in proving something in a form acceptable to skeptics or atheists is not 

sufficient for the skeptic charge to be made valid. Therefore, the crite-

rion of formal evidence, held by many atheists, would also have to find 

ways to disprove God’s existence in a manner that fully takes into ac-

count an elaborate description and explanation of what is thought of 

when speaking of God. But under the arduous task of explaining an 

entity considered by others to be unintelligible, the atheist becomes less 

able to provide a conclusive answer to the debate. 
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Ultimately, the unintelligibility of God is a mark of the limits of 

our knowledge and the boundlessness of our imagination and beliefs. 

Rather than to outright dismiss God’s existence immediately, one should 

be open to the possibility that such a God may exist but cannot be intel-

ligible like other entities. But on the other hand, as well, to believe in 

the unintelligible God requires special treatment in that this God be-

longs to an ontological category of its own. 

Conclusion 

In this paper, I have considered the question of whether God’s 

unintelligibility turns out to be either an argument in support of theism 

or of atheism. While Denys Turner’s accounts in the philosophy of re-

ligion (pertaining to the theology of Thomas Aquinas, negative theol-

ogy, and idolatry) were presented as starting points to tackle the ques-

tion, the state of religious language and standards of evidence were in-

troduced to bring us closer to an answer. 

In agreement with Turner, the findings of Aquinas’s Five Ways 

were shown to at least demonstrate traces of human rationality, particu-

larly in its establishing of a link between God’s created beings and God 

Himself as the ultimate causal source. However, two caveats made by 

Turner relating to Aquinas were mentioned concerning how Aquinas’s 

alleged “proof” was not intended for convincing atheists to change their 

stance, especially not for modern atheists of the sort. Then, turning to 

negative theology, considerations of what God logically cannot be were 

seen as still reliant on presuppositions of what God is—therefore, ren-

dering this approach still unable to solve the challenges of proving the 

existence of an unintelligible God. The last option, introduced by Turn-

er, dealt with the issue of idolatry. While idolatry, according to him, 

can serve as a point of agreement between theists and atheists in the 

sense of it being a form of false worship, Turner also cites Duns Sco-
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tus’s demand for univocity in religious discussion concerning God. 

Bringing the issue of univocity to the next section: religious language, 

it was found that despite the difficulties of interpretation in religious 

doctrina and theologia posing a threat to theism, the atheist stance also 

is disadvantaged with respect to either being too simplistic or trivializ-

ing God in a way that instead unintentionally refers to “ultimate differ-

ence.” Lastly, a look into what counts as evidence for God’s existence 

was presented. On the grounds that God is unintelligible, it was con-

cluded that contingent and accidental proofs would not suffice. How-

ever, atheistic disproof would also not suffice, if they were to not do 

justice with respect to a God by reducing such notion to similar stan-

dards and criteria of evidence as contingent entities in the world. 

Thus, theism and atheism are both disadvantaged when it comes 

to arguing for or against the existence of an unintelligible God. The 

only benefit may be that either position is strengthened by the short-

comings of the other. Therefore, this predicament reveals how difficult 

it is to speak and justify our beliefs concerning that which cannot be 

immediately shown nor disproven—it is a subject exceeding the con-

finements not only of our worldly criteria of proof but also language 

itself. As a result, my view concurs with the idea that God, ontological-

ly speaking, is to be treated as a special category of its own. 
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This paper investigates Denys Turner’s article, “On Denying the Right God: Aquinas 
on Atheism and Idolatry.” According to the author, Denys Turner’s account contributes 

to theist and atheist debates by treating the issue of whether God can be intelligibly 

comprehended with great emphasis. 
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